Distributor obligations for record keeping and reporting - individual beneficial use permits.

(A) Unless otherwise specified in the individual beneficial use permit, the permittee who is a distributor shall submit to Ohio EPA an annual report signed in accordance with rule 3745-599-25 of the Administrative Code. The annual report shall be submitted on or before April first of each year for the previous calendar year on forms prescribed by the director and shall include at a minimum the following:

1. A list of all persons and locations that received the beneficial use byproduct and the quantity of beneficial use byproduct distributed annually to each person and location expressed in dry tons or by volume.

2. The name, address, and telephone number of each generator of a beneficial use byproduct distributed by the permittee.

3. Any documentation demonstrating legitimacy of the beneficial use required under rule 3745-599-35 of the Administrative Code.

4. Information required by to be submitted by rule 3745-599-345 or 3745-599-350 of the Administrative Code.

5. The following information, if the information has changed since the submittal of the previous annual report:
   a. The updated information as specified in paragraph (A) of rule 3745-599-310 of the Administrative Code.
   b. A copy of the compliance demonstration developed in accordance with rule 3745-599-345 of the Administrative Code.
   c. The results of any re-characterization of the beneficial use byproduct, including laboratory results and statistical analyses of the beneficial use byproduct, if performed by the distributor.

6. Any other information required by the individual beneficial use permit.

(B) The permittee shall maintain all of the records required to be reported pursuant to paragraph (A) of this rule for a minimum of five years after distribution of the beneficial use byproduct ceases, and make them available to Ohio EPA upon request.
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